Transfer and Articulation Policy

Name and local status of pathway transfer degrees

The Transfer and Articulation Policy degree will be an umbrella degree with designations for each specific pathway and will be labeled by discipline as,

**CSCU Pathway Transfer A.A. / A.S. Degree: [Discipline] Studies**

These pathways will not be advising options, but fully spelled-out degrees. Each campus will designate an individual who will provide general oversight for all pathways and directly oversee pathways for which there is no discipline-specific program coordinator. For programs that are identified as viable by their campuses and are part of existing programs with existing program coordinators, oversight will be shared between the discipline program coordinator and the campus’s pathways overseer. In the case of joint oversight, the responsibilities and rights of the program coordinator and the TAP overseer should be clearly articulated by each campus. For any discipline that becomes viable as a potential program as a result of a TAP pathway, each campus will decide how it will be overseen.

The approval of the overall degree – designated as **CSCU Pathway Transfer A.A. / A.S. Degree** – will follow the full governance process on each college campus for new degree approval. Thereafter, the specific discipline pathways may follow a reduced process consistent with each campus’s governance.